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TDR measurements
The upward infiltration method introduced by Young et al. (1997) allows for rapid determination of the K a -θ relationship. As commented by Kargas & Kerkides (2009) , the disadvantage is that the method leads to a layered θ profile in the soil sample. Our research group routinely uses the upward infiltration method with two modifications. First of all, we use a pre-wetted soil (as opposed to air dry soil which was used in Young et al., 1997) in order to prevent an unstable wetting front due to water repellency at low θ. Secondly, we add water in increments (as opposed to a continuous infiltration rate), which allows the water to redistribute within the sample before the measurements are taken. Both these modifications lead to a less sharp wetting front in the sample.
If we use the values of saturated soil (K a around 21) and soil at initial water content (K a around 5) and apply the refractive and arithmetic index averaging, we find that our data closely follow the arithmetic method (see Fig. 1 ). Our previous experience, using the upward infiltration method, was that the K a -θ relationship followed the refractive averaging instead (see e.g. Hamed et al., 2003) . This is also in line with the results of others (Young et al. 1997; Robinson et al. 2005) . The K a -θ relationship in the gypsiferous soil differs from that in other soils we tested in two ways: the K a at saturation is lower than expected; and the relationship is linear. In conclusion we can say that these differences in the K a -θ relationship cannot be explained solely by the calibration method.
WET sensor measurements
The WET sensor is a new device and, as far as we know, the results presented by Kargas & Kerkides (2009) are the first study of the sampling volume of this device. Their results clearly demonstrate that arithmetic averaging is the most appropriate method. This is also in line with the findings of Schaap et al. (2003) , who concluded that the averaging regime is frequency dependent; at lower frequencies, the averaging regime gets closer to arithmetic averaging. Clearly this needs to be considered when comparing TDR and WET sensor results from upward infiltration calibration experiments.
Our research group is currently conducting more experiments in gypsiferous soils in the frequency domain using a network analyser. This will give us some valuable information about the frequency dependence of the dielectric response of gypsiferous soil, and perhaps a better 
